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introduction 

• In this article an alternate approach is explored where the 
focus is on establishing a comprehensive, highly navigable 
Decision Network Application known as DigitalDNA, which 
allows users to navigate and interrogate data in ‘appropriate 
time’ to address their dynamic informational needs.   

• The focus is on designing and integrating enriched data sets 
with an intuitive navigation system allowing users to easily 
move between various data nodes and explore each node in 
detail to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 
‘appropriate time’ data relating to their specific challenge. 

 



evidence-based decision making … 

need to access – navigate – disseminate : quickly, accurately  … 
traditional drill-down, drill-through, user-needs analysis : limited … 

 



objectives 

• move towards enhancing the ability to disseminate, navigate, 
visualise and ‘interpret’ complex, integrated and enriched 
data sets for evidence-based decision making 
 

• design and deploy tools that ‘connect’ data points in a way 
the minimises the ‘distance’ between points and offers a 
broader and more comprehensive view of data and 
information 
 

• develop a system of data dissemination and navigation that is 
‘intelligent’, scalable and agile 

 



presentation 

• theoretical framework 
– Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) 

• methodology 
– Design Research 

– two distinct outcomes: 

1. an intervention or product to address the issue being 
studied, and 

2. a set of design principles to implement the intervention 
in other contexts. 



design principles … 



Principle Explanation 

Emergence What appears as random interactions between agents in the system are patterns which informs the 

actions of the agents and system itself. 

Co-evolution Systems exist within environments, to ensure fit they must change with the environment which in turn 

adapts to the system. 

Sub-optimal The system should be good enough, not perfect, as the goal is efficiency within constant change. 

Requisite Variety Ambiguity, paradox and contradictions to create new possibilities, so variety is essential for ingenuity and 

creativity. 

Connectivity Relationships between agents are critical to the systems survival, these represent the patterns which 

ensure the survival of the system. 

Simple Rules The rules governing system functioning are simple even if the patterns are varied and rich. 

Iteration Small changes can have significant impact through the emergence of feedback loops. 

Self-organising No hierarchy, command or control, just constant organising to find the best fit. 

Edge of Chaos The systems exist on a spectrum ranging from equilibrium to chaos, with the edge of chaos representing 

the most variety and creativity. Rules and restrictions ensure some predictability. 

Nested Systems Systems are nested in other systems with systems often being smaller sub-systems within larger 

systems. 

emergent characteristics of Complex Adaptive System (CAS) principles 

(see Choi et al., 2001; Dooley, 1997; Dougherty et al., 2016;  
Lewin & Regine, 1999; McGreevy, 2008) 



the product … 
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data points connected by both data and system 
connections … 



navigate : app foyer -> module app -> profile dashboard -> college -> demographic group 





typical drill-down and drill-through BI development … 



observations … 

• navigation determined and confined by the 
‘modular’ construct of integrated systems and 
components 

 

• hierarchies are very structured, data driven, 
cumbersome, slow, inefficient 

 



solution … 

• integrate both data and system components 
into the navigation 
 

• define and link various points of entry in the 
‘data sphere’ 
 

• plug-in design makes an ‘intelligent’ system 
that is responsive and comprehensive 

 



simplest example … 







more detailed example … 





profiles, detailed analyses, enriched data, predictive analytics, etc   



more detailed example … 



one of the many ways of drilling down to the student …  



convergence of student, qual, module, enriched data & analytics – on demand 

(name and student number) 



(name and student number) 





Principle Explanation Operationalisation in DigitalDNA 

Emergence What appears as random interactions between agents in the system are 

patterns which informs the actions of the agents and system itself. 

Data points and sets are linked via common attributes that may not 

necessarily be structural or hierarchical. 

Co-evolution Systems exist within environments, to ensure fit they must change with 

the environment which in turn adapts to the system. 

Information is integrated with existing sets on the basis of ‘related 

data’ within the ‘student walk’ process and beyond. 

Sub-optimal The system should be good enough, not perfect, as the goal is 

efficiency within constant change. 

Since the first draft of this article through the review process the 

system has evolved and several new functionalities developed. 

Requisite Variety Ambiguity, paradox and contradictions to create new possibilities, so 

variety is essential for ingenuity and creativity. 

Variety is constrained only by the underlying availability of data 

recorded for each process and the questions posed. 

Connectivity Relationships between agents are critical to the systems survival, these 

represent the patterns which ensure the survival of the system. 

Connectivity is the key driver of the system, ‘connectedness’ is 

determined largely by the user and not by organisational structure. 

Simple Rules The rules governing system functioning are simple even if the patterns 

are varied and rich. 

Navigation ‘rules’ follow the known and possible decisions around 

the ‘student walk’ and monitoring. 

Iteration Small changes can have significant impact through the emergence of 

feedback loops. 

An attempt on facilitating feedback loops is contained in the 

navigation design and is currently focus of further attention. 

Self-organising No hierarchy, command or control, just constant organising to find the 

best fit. 

(see the points on Emergence and Co-evolution above) 

Edge of Chaos The systems exist on a spectrum ranging from equilibrium to chaos, 

with the edge of chaos representing the most variety and creativity. 

Rules and restrictions ensure some predictability. 

The system currently runs the risk of ‘information overload’ to the 

user, further developments in this regard will consider mapping a 

suite of ‘decision pathways’ to address this issue. 

Nested Systems Systems are nested in other systems with systems often being smaller 

sub-systems within larger systems. 

This is facilitated through the integration of various data elements 

but connected via relationships and not structures. 

characteristics of Complex Adaptive System principles applied to the DigitalDNA system 



conclusions 

• The DigitalDNA development is more comparable with DSS development 
than with typical learner analytics visualisations and can be classified as 
born out of (but gone beyond ) the data-driven DSS toolsets described by 
Kacprzyk and Zadrozny (2007).   

• The primary design concern is the linkage of a number of centrally 
enriched data sets which means that exploration logic now becomes the 
focus as opposed to the needs of a particular user or the capabilities and 
interface of any particular dashboard development software.  

• The focus (at this stage) is not on data visualisation and memorability, but 
rather on ‘real-time’ navigable data with various display options for users 
to choose from. In addition, effort is given to link multiple data points in a 
way that is logical to the user in areas they are not familiar with.   

• The user may thus identify and explore areas of interest of data 
surrounding key nodes, with the ability to extensively connect to related 
areas. The shift is thus from canned (pre-packaged) reporting to the 
flexibility of data exploration (on demand) in ‘appropriate time’.   



Thank you … 


